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TANBRIDGE ACADEMY
Visit us!
Instagram: @tanbridgesportschool
@tanbridgetitansathletics

Facebook: Tanbridge Academy

Twitter: @tanbridge

Online Running Program

Athletics
One last swim with our little friends!

Run-Believable!
The Tanbridge Running Club is
‘run’believable! Students are crushing our
weekly goal of 60km and so far, we have
recorded 2 km total! We are almost in
Edmonton so maybe if the NHL returns, we
can watch the Flames in some playoff
hockey! Keep running Titans, let’s see
where we can get to next! Getting there is
half the ‘run’!

The Ducks Settle into their
New Home!
This past weekend our ducks set off for the next chapter of their lives,
off to the farm where their new adventures await! We are so fortunate to
have them go to the McAllister’s farm with Jessa’s family, one of our
own Tanbridge families. They have a small farm started on their acreage
with their dog Maggie, their cats, and their 27 baby chicks. They were
excited to be able to add in the fun of our five ducklings to their mix!
Thank you so much, McAllister family! It is so awesome to know they
are in a good home and have a happy duck destiny ahead of them!

LEADERSHIP 101
Health and Wellness – Linda Choy
This week in our online leadership class we talk about responsibility. Being responsible
means taking care of something, someone, and yourself. I hope you are showing some
responsibility while you are at home. As the weather gets nicer, some of you might be
feeling like the schoolwork is getting a little bit harder to complete. You might feel like
spending your day outside instead of completing what your teacher has assigned you.
Don’t give up! We only have a few more weeks of school. Stay responsible and make sure
you are completing your work. Take good care of yourself and make sure you do your job
as a student by working hard as we come to the end of the 2019-2020 school year!
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LEARNING AT A GLANCE!

GRADE 1 & 2

KINDERS

THANK YOU, PARENTS!
MRS. WILLIAMS & MRS. COSSETTE

Children are natural scientists and they thrive in an environment that allows them to
explore, investigate, and discover. This year we wanted to give our Kinders more
purposeful exploration time outside, and when we asked our parents to help us
build our outdoor classroom, we were amazed! They built us mud kitchens and
brought in pallets, and table and chairs. They gave us old tires, dishes, and pots and
pans. They gave our students purpose and joy, and we gave them the freedom to
play and discover. We wanted to say thank you , kinder families, for helping bring
our outdoor classroom to life! We made some wonderful memories out there!

Holmes in Training!
MRS. MCDONOUGH
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“Keep Fit and Have Fun!”
A big part of Kindergarten at Tanbridge Academy
is Sport Participation. Along with weekly Dance
and Drama classes, students participate in a variety
of sport such as rollerblading, kickboxing
bootcamp, swimming and soccer. We wanted to
make sure that although school was now taking
place in the homes of our families that
Kindergarten students continued to stay active.
Our daily classroom Dojo posts became a place not
only for students to keep up with academics, they
were able to stay active. Students were assigned
yoga videos, card and dice games that involved
movement, and there was daily encouragement to
get outside on bikes, scooters, rollerblades or even
just out for a walk.

GRADE 2 & 3

Mini Readathon!
MRS. MARSHALL

Grade 2 and 3 have been working in small groups on
novel studies. Each group meets with Mrs. Marshall
three times a week to read a chapter from their novel.
Some of the novels are Flat Stanley, Horrible Harry
Danger Joe, and Junie B Jones Is A Beauty Shop Guy.
Together we talk about the questions in the novel study
and try to figure out the meaning of new words we’ve
come across in the book. One group had a lot of fun
playing a Kahoot! quiz about the novel Flat Stanley.
Each group will be finishing their final novel up this
week.
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GRADE 4

From Little Acorns Do Mighty Oaks Grow!
MRS. GOODWIN
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and seed drop off from Mrs. Goodwin. Students have been busy growing like weeds
themselves over the past 3 months! What a wonderful thing to see all their smiling faces in
the flesh! And speaking of wonder-ful, we are almost done reading Wonder, a painfully
beautiful story that has captured all of our hearts. Our twice weekly reading time has been
a very special pause in our busy schedules, and as we start to say our farewell to Auggie,
we will also have to say farewell to the highs and lows of Grade 4.

GRADE 5

Weather Projects!

GRADE 5

New Novel Study
Begins
MRS. KRISTON

MRS. KRISTON

As part of our current weather unit in Science, Grade 5 students were
given an optional challenge of creating a weather instrument. Students
were very creative with planning and designing various weather
instruments. Some students even built their weather instruments and
recorded a video demonstrating how they work! We saw some great
demonstrations of a wind vane, a windsock, and a rain gauge. Students
are currently working on their next Science project on natural
disasters. After researching their selected natural disaster, students will
create a slideshow or poster, as well as film a newscast report, about their
weather event. We are looking forward to seeing these presentations!

We started our final novel study of the
year in Grade 5 this week! We are
reading The Sky is Falling by Canadian
author, Kit Pearson. The main character
of the novel, Norah, is adjusting to a
new life in England, and eventually
Canada, during WWII. We have had
some great discussions relating our
current life changes to Norah’s
experiences.

GRADE 6

Where Fantasy and Reality Collide
MR. MCCOLL AND MRS. ALI

The Grade 6’s continue to read The Breadwinner. A captivating
story about a girl living in Afghanistan during Taliban rule. There
have been a lot of tears shed during the reading of this book. Girls
are banned from going to school, women must wear a burqa if they
leave the home, children are left fatherless, toys on the streets carry
bombs, and now Parvana, the protagonist character must cut her
hair to disguise herself as a boy, so that she can feed her family
and earn money in the marketplace. What will Parvana have to do
next?

GRADE 7

History! Read all About it!
MRS. CASHION
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of the original settlers to farm on the prairies. In Social 7, students are grappling
with Canada’s dynamic history of exploration, diversity, injustice, and nascent
reconciliation with First Nation peoples.
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GRADE 8

Nothing Gold Can Stay
MRS. ALI

The Grade 8’s continue to read The Outsiders and are nearing the
end. It is not until the end of the novel that our students realize what
Robert Frost’s poem “Nothing Gold Can Stay,” is really about. This
poem is mentioned several times in the novel.
Student Interpretation: While the seasons change as fast as our
lives do, we shouldn’t take the people around us for granted.
Nothing in life is permanent. Embrace what you have while you are
still alive and healthy.

Grade 9

Let the Saga Begin!
MS. FOSTER AND MRS. THOBEN

For the past nine weeks, our Grade 9 class has been
diligently working on a novel study of Red Rising by Pierce
Brown. It is a science fiction dystopian novel, set on Mars in
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just to name a few. I know that some of the Grade 9 students
re-found a love of reading with this novel and I hope they
continue on with the next book in the series, Golden Son.

Culinary Arts in Your Very Own Home!
Looking for a tasty and healthy treat that is easy to make? Try this delicious Apple Parfait! Tag Tanbridge if you make
these delicious treats! We would love to see some of you in action…either making or eating them

Apple Yogurt Parfait
Ingredients:
• 1 cup sweetened applesauce
• Dash ground nutmeg
• 1/2 cup granola with raisins (raisins are optional)
• 1-1/3 cups vanilla yogurt

Instructions:
• In a small bowl, combine applesauce and nutmeg.
• Spoon 1 tablespoon granola into each of 4 parfait
glasses.
• Layer each with 1/3 cup yogurt and 1/4 cup applesauce
• Sprinkle with remaining granola. Serve immediately.
Taken from The Taste of Home

https://www.tasteofhome.com/recipes/apple-yogurt-parfaits/
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Grade 9 Graduates 2020
Until the end of the year, we would like to honor each of our Grade 9 students that will be graduating from Tanbridge
Academy. This week we honor Demetri, Joseph, Ryan and Tamim!

#TanbridgeGrad2020
-

ATTENDING HENRY WISEWOOD HIGH SCHOOL.
LOOKING FORWARD TO MEETING NEW PEOPLE
-

GOING TO MISS THE MOST AT TANBRIDGE:
THE SOCCER PROGRAM IN THE MORNINGS

#TanbridgeGrad2020

- ADVICE FOR THE OTHER STUDENTS:
“WORK HARD”

-

- BEST MEMORIES AT TANBRIDGE:
I CAN’T PICK JUST ONE THING! I HAVE SO MANY!

ATTENDING HENRY WISEWOOD HIGH SCHOOL. I AM
LOOKING FORWARD TO MEETING NEW PEOPLE AND
TEACHERS, AS WELL AS PARTCIPATING IN THE SPORTS

- GOING TO MISS THE MOST AT TANBRIDGE:
MY FRIENDS, MY TEACHERS AND THE SMALL CLASS SIZES
- ADVICE FOR THE OTHER STUDENTS:
“TRY YOUR BEST, STAY BALANCED AND ENJOY YOUR TIME AT
TANBRIDGE WHILE YOU CAN”
- BEST MEMORIES AT TANBRIDGE:
IT IS HARD FOR ME TO CHOOSE JUST ONE MEMORY. EVERY
SINGLE DAY HAD ITS OWN SPECIAL MOMENTS. IF I HAD TO
CHOOSE ONE, IT WOULD BE RECEIVING A BRONZE IN THE
TANBRIDGE BASKETBALL TEAM WITH ALL MY TEAMMATES

#TanbridgeGrad2020
-

ATTENDING BISHOP O’BRYAN HIGH SCHOOL. LOOKING
FORWARD TO BEING THE STARTING QUARTERBACK ON
THE COMBINED JUNIOR/SENIOR FOOTBALL TEAM AND
PLAYING ON THE SAME TEAM AS MY BROTHER, KYLE. I
AM ALSO LOOKING FORWARD TO LEARNING MECHANICS
AND TAKING SPORT PERFORMANCE

- GOING TO MISS THE MOST AT TANBRIDGE:
I WILL MISS MY FRIENDS AT TANBRIDGE THE MOST. I WILL ALSO
MISS THE SMALL CLASS SIZES
- ADVICE FOR THE OTHER STUDENTS:
“STUDY HARD AND WORK HARD AT YOUR SPORTS. IT WILL PAY
OFF FOR YOUR FUTURE SELF”
- BEST MEMORIES AT TANBRIDGE:
GETTING TO PLAY ON ALL THE AFTER-SCHOOL SPORTS TEAMS

#TanbridgeGrad2020
-

ATTENDING AN ONLINE SCHOOL. LOOKING FORWARD
TO HAVING A MORE FLEXIBLE SCHEDULE
-

GOING TO MISS THE MOST AT TANBRIDGE:
I WILL MISS THE TEACHERS THE MOST

- ADVICE FOR THE OTHER STUDENTS:
“TAKE EXTRA TIME ON THINGS YOU DON’T UNDERSTAND”
-

BEST MEMORIES AT TANBRIDGE:
THE HALLOWEEN FUNDRAISER
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